There are people who talk about getting things done. And then there are people who see opportunity, roll up their sleeves and do it. The Flextone brand has been developed and improved over the years by a long line of doers who are never fully satisfied with available game call options. Whether it’s due to unnatural and ineffective performance, highly adaptive animals or out-of-reach price points, Flextone was created to continually put performance-driven calls into the hands (and mouths) of hunters.

Tom Wiley, a cash-strapped hospital employee, created Flextone so he could pursue his love of the outdoors with natural-sounding game calls that didn’t cost an arm and a leg. Equipped with a keen understanding of anatomy and access to a cabinet full of surgical tubing, this moonlighting rebel worked tirelessly to give hunters of all economic standing effective, realistic calls.

Today, Flextone continues to re-invent the game. Using hunter insight, innovation and fearless determination, it remains the leader in game call advancements.
Why don’t turkeys pick on someone their own size? Because when they choose a weaker target they always win... or so they think.

The Funky Chicken™ is the wimpiest, skinniest tom in the woods. We’ve upgraded the original Funky Chicken design with a new molding pattern for even greater realism and durability. The result: an irresistible punching bag. Throw in a sturdy mounting stake and incredible paint detail and, well, just wait 'til you see what this little twerp can do. He may be small, but he brings big results.

+ Non-intimidating decoy
+ Sparks fights with all ages of gobblers
+ Small size travels easily in the field
+ High-quality carving and paint detail
+ Incredible durability and realism
+ Pre-attached synthetic beard
+ Collapsible design easily stores in vest

**NEW**

**FUNKY CHICKEN™ GEN 2**

FLXDY330  UPC  8 82271 00101 6
The Thunder Creeper™ is the most portable strutting decoy on the market today. Strutting profiles attract attention, and the Thunder Creeper’s smaller scale makes him slightly less threatening so incoming turkeys are more likely to approach. Detailed molding and paint on the flexible plastic body give the gobbler an undeniably realistic look. Setup is simple thanks to an attached carbon stake and compact size that make getting into field position fast and easy. Use the supplied folding tail fan or easily add the real deal. It’s a flashy invitation for a fight that a boss gobbler won’t tolerate.

When realism meets affordability – that’s where the rubber meets the road with the Thunder™ Series turkey decoys. All models feature true-to-life body postures and detailed paint schemes, plus an attached fold-away stake system that won’t get lost in the field or your bag.

**THUNDER CHICK™ FEEDER**

Attract potential suitors and jealous rivals with the Thunder Chick™ hen decoys. The Thunder Chick Feeder signifies contentment with her relaxed, low-head feeding position. The Thunder Chick Upright exhibits dominance toward other hens with improved visibility for incoming birds.

**THUNDER CHICK™ UPRIGHT**

**THUNDER JAKE™**

If you want to play a flashier game, challenge the pecking order with the Thunder Jake™. Though he’s still in a relaxed position, his high-profile and sub-dominant pose is likely to trigger gobblers to assert their dominance.

- **Strutting profile demands attention**
- **Compact body for easy carrying**
- **Ultra-realistic paint scheme and feather detail**
- **Use with included folding fan or attach one of your own**

**FLXDY314**  **UPC 8 15097 00977 1**

**FLXDY315**  **UPC 8 15097 00978 8**

**FLXDY316**  **UPC 8 15097 00981 8**

**FLXDY316**  **UPC 8 15097 00982 5**
THUNDER GOBBLE® GEN2
+ Patent-pending design for loud, realistic gobble
+ Great locator call
+ Fires up and challenges gobbler

FLXTK102 UPC 8 15097 00949 8

THUNDER YELPER® GEN2
+ Patent-pending design for close- to mid-range calling
+ Perfect soft and seductive yelps
+ Easier to use than diaphragm calls

FLXTK127 UPC 8 15097 00973 3

THUNDER CLUCK-N-PURR® GEN2
+ Patent-pending design for mid- to close-range calling
+ Small double reed for soft clucks and purrs
+ Ergonomic mouthpiece forms consistent tones

FLXTK132 UPC 8 15097 00980 1

THUNDER SHAKER GOBBLE™
Flexzone’s innovative Thunder™ Series features one-of-a-kind designs that help callers of all skill levels produce accurate, natural turkey sounds. All Thunder Series calls are decorated with realistic feather textures and paint schemes, so they look as good as they sound. From purrs and yelps, cuts and gobbles, close to long range – the Thunder Series does it all.

The newest call in the series, the Thunder Shaker Gobble*, makes gobbling even easier with a user-friendly hand-held design. Simply shake the bellows for instant, realistic gobbles. It’s a great alternative for hunters tired of conventional models that take years to master.
+ Incredibly easy to use
+ Shake for instant, realistic gobble
+ Durable construction

FLXTK136 UPC 8 15097 00136 2
SMACK DOWN®
+ Triple reed with half-and-half cut
+ Medium rasp to loud calls
+ Soft calling creates clearer tones

KUNG FU CHOP®
+ 3.0 cutter call
+ Clear clucks, purrs and whines
+ Slight rasp with loud yelps and cuts

FREAK NASTY®
+ Triple reed with double batwing cut
+ Loud, super raspy cuts, yelps and cackles
+ Deep tones during soft clucks and purrs

SPUR COLLECTOR®
+ Triple reed with V-cut
+ Slight rasp for loud calls
+ Clear, soft-calling whines, clucks and purrs

BIG SEXY™
+ Small-frame triple reed with batwing cut
+ Perfect for narrow palates, women and youth
+ Hybrid-blended latex for super responsive calling

DIRTY MOUTH™
+ Double reed with dual splits on each end
+ Produces clear yet loud yelps, cuts and fly-down cackles
+ Minimal airflow for clear whines, purrs and clucks

DIRTY LIL’ HEN™
+ Double reed without any cuts
+ Perfect fall call produces clear kee-kees
+ Clear tones for loud or soft calling

THE ENTOURAGE® 3-PACK
+ Triple reed Freak Nasty® with double batwing cut
+ Spur Collector® with triple reed V-cut
+ Kung Fu Chop® for clear clucks, purrs and whines

LIL’ NASTY®
+ Small-frame double reed with clipped batwing cut
+ Loud yelps and cuts; soft clucks and purrs
+ Combines .004” and .003” latex for easy calling
LIL’ V™
- Small-frame double reed with V-cut
- Perfect for narrow palates, women and youth
- Easy-blowing favorite for raspy yelps

EZ HEN™
- Traditional .003” double reed
- Great for new mouth callers
- Creates easy two-note yelps

SPLIT HEN™
- Two .004” reeds with split cut
- High-front-end with raspy low-end yelps
- Easy-blowing traditional favorite

BEARD BOX™
- Black cherry lid with compact poplar base
- Two-sided design for two distinct hen tones
- Sweet, high pitch

JUKE BOX™
- Black cherry lid with poplar base
- Chalk-less, waterproof design
- Two-sided for two distinct hen tones
- Handcrafted and hand-tuned

OL’ FAITHFUL™ BOX
- Conditions box call ribs for authentic turkey calls
- Travels easily in waterproof case
- Includes five pieces of chalk
**TURKEY**

**OL’ FAITHFUL™ GLASS**
- Custom cherry pot
- Glass surface over glass soundboard
- Magnum wood striker
- Sandpaper and conditioning screen for tuning

**OL’ FAITHFUL™ SLATE**
- Custom walnut pot
- Slate surface over glass soundboard
- Magnum wood striker
- Sandpaper and conditioning screen for tuning

**POT LUCK™ GLASS**
- Compact, waterproof design
- Glass surface over glass soundboard
- Loud carbon striker

**SHOW STOPPER™ SLATE**
- Slate surface over glass soundboard
- Magnum wood striker
- Sandpaper and conditioning screen for tuning

**SHOW STOPPER™ GLASS**
- Glass surface over glass soundboard
- Magnum wood striker
- Sandpaper and conditioning screen for tuning

**POT LUCK™ SLATE**
- Compact, waterproof design
- Slate surface over glass soundboard
- Loud carbon striker

**FLXTK126**  **UPC 8 15097 00972 6**

**FLXTK125**  **UPC 8 15097 00971 9**

**FLXTK122**  **UPC 8 15097 00968 9**

**FLXTK123**  **UPC 8 15097 00966 6**

**FLXTK124**  **UPC 8 15097 00970 2**

**FLXTK121**  **UPC 8 15097 00967 2**

FLEXTONEGAMECALLS.COM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LIGHTNING CROW™</strong></th>
<th><strong>CROW SHOCKER™</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extreme long-range volume</td>
<td>Sound like multiple crows at once</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft body for natural sounds</td>
<td>Flexible body for variable tones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great for locating turkeys or calling crows</td>
<td>Instant volume changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **FLXTK067** | **UPC** 8 15097 00911 5 |
| **FLXTK001** | **UPC** 8 15097 00050 1 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LIGHTNING OWL™</strong></th>
<th><strong>REALTREE APG® FOUR-LOOP LANYARD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oversized barrel for increased volume</td>
<td>Holds up to four locator calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique tone button for instant screams</td>
<td>Easy access to calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port hole for error-proof calling</td>
<td>Noose-style loops for secure hold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **FLXTK068** | **UPC** 8 15097 00912 2 |
| **FLXAY012** | **UPC** 8 15097 00683 1 |
DEER

**WTF GRUNT’R™**
Don and Kandi Kiski of “Whitetail Freaks” helped design the WTF Grunt’R™ with Inflection Chamber Technology to accurately reproduce the natural sounds made by excited or moving deer. After air blows over the reed, the sound waves enter a chamber you can compress, expand or bend for instant inflection. Tru-Touch® buttons regulate airflow to create ultra-realistic buck grunts, roars and snort wheezes, as well as doe and fawn sounds. These advanced, true-to-life sounds are what you need to draw hard-to-call, mature bucks out of thick cover and into bow range.

- Grunts, roars and snort wheezes
- Inflection chamber creates realistic tones
- Tru-Touch® buttons for perfect doe and fawn sounds

**BUCK COLLECTOR® PLUS**
The Buck Collector® Plus quickly and consistently produces all known deer vocalizations in one killer call. Tru-Touch® buttons mean you’ll get the right call – and the perfect call – every time as you quickly transition between buck growls, fawn bawls and doe bleats. The call’s soft, flexible exterior is easy to manipulate for natural-sounding calls that change in tone, volume and inflection. It’s as accurate as it is compelling, and it’s a must-have for any whitetail hunter looking for that extra edge.

- Tru-Touch® buttons for easy operation
- Perfect fawn and doe sounds
- Grunt, growl, bleat, bawl and snort wheeze

**EXTRACTOR™**
This freeze-proof call offers every type of deer vocalization to draw big bucks into shooting range: from social grunts and fawn bawls, to doe bleats and even buck snort wheezes. Simply slide the X-Glide™ to your desired call. The built-in snort wheeze chamber is easy to use and creates loud, aggressive snort wheezes that will drive dominant bucks mad. Bend the corrugated rubber hose or squeeze the soft, antlerized body for changes in tone and volume to add the ultimate level of realism to your calling.

- Freeze-resistant X-Glide™ selects buck, doe or fawn
- Flexible body adds tone variety
- Loud snort wheeze chamber

**BATTLE BONES®**
Battle Bones® do what sheds can’t: recreate an aggressive fight between two mature bucks. Two full racks give you double the volume, double the distance and double the realism. Antler Mass Technology® perfectly duplicates bone marrow, while antler-like grooves deliver amazingly realistic rattling tones. And high-density polymers make sure those tones are extra loud.

- Antler Mass Technology® creates ultra-realistic tones
- Hex grip design provides maximum control
- Offset handles add protection and comfort

---

**FLXDR072**
**UPC**
8 15097 00985 6

**FLXDR063**
**UPC**
8 15097 00423 3

**FLXDR062**
**UPC**
8 15097 00985 2

**FLXDR064**
**UPC**
8 15097 00424 0
**ALL-N-ONE™ BONED UP**

- Compact size for easy carrying
- Press buttons for fawn bawls, doe bleats and young buck grunts
- Squeeze flexible body to change volume and tone

**TINE TEASER™**

- Hands-free design with lanyard
- Soft, rubber body for instant grunts, bleats or bawls
- Keep both hands on weapon while calling

**BATTLE BAG PLUS™**

- Create early season sparring matches and epic rut fights
- Battle sticks made from high-tech polymers for max volume
- Durable rubber flex-bag allows for better rattling movement

**NATURAL BONE GRUNT’R®**

- Simply blow for realistic buck grunts
- Adjustments for young buck, doe and fawn sounds
- Flexible hose for greater tone variation

**BUCK RAGE PLUS™**

- Deadly duo features grunt call and snort wheeze chamber
- Press buttons for young buck, doe or fawn sounds
- Tone bulb creates back pressure for great growls and grunts
WATERFOWL

The Green Thunder™ does it all for duck callers of any skill level. The easy-blowing reed is friendly to beginners who are just starting out. More advanced callers will find it runs effortlessly from low-end quacks to aggressive feed chatter. The molded polycarbonate casing makes this a durable and long-lasting call that can withstand the elements. Take it with you when you’re hunting pot holes, marshes, timber and open water on light, windy days.

**Single Reed**
- FLXDK032
- UPC 8 15097 00989 4

**Double Reed**
- FLXDK033
- UPC 8 15097 00990 0

**Team Realtree®**
The Team Realtree™ redefines “in your face” duck hunting with realistic calls that are both powerful and versatile. When a call sounds this good, you better camouflage it. So we’ve outfitted the polycarbonate body with Realtree MAX-5® camo to give it a sleek, concealable look.

The soft, flexible exhaust bell features Flextone’s patented Flex It™ Technology to mimic the tissue of a duck’s neck and tongue. All these elements combined with a single reed tone board create clear, crisp calls that will leave every mallard thinking you’re one of the flock.

**Wood Duck**

That feeling you get watching woodies land surrounded by your decoy spread – that’s a feeling you’ll get time and time again with the Flextone® wood duck call by your side. It brings Flextone’s patented flexible body design to wood duck calling, creating unparalleled wood duck sounds that might even fool you if you close your eyes.

The secret to the soft body is its ability to twist and bend, resulting in natural inflection that enhances volume and tone. Start with some yodels and feeding chatter, then see where you can take your calling skills from there.

**6-N-1 Waterfowl Whistle™**

Bring ‘em in and bring ‘em down with the Six-N-One waterfowl whistle. This versatile call grabs the attention of a wide variety of bird species and will keep any waterfowl or bird hunter plenty busy.

A flexible body makes this whistle even more deadly. This design gives you the power to control volume and tone to achieve more life-like sounds. You don’t just have six calls in your back pocket; you have six realistic vocalizations that are going to fill your freezer in no time at all.

**FLXDK011**
- UPC 8 15097 00025 9

**FLXDK014**
- UPC 8 15097 00085 3
Canada fanatics are gonna love this one! The Team Realtree® Canada Goose accurately recreates how a Canada calls – with a reed playing the role of vocal box and the soft, flexible bell acting as the throat tissue.

When you blow this call, you’ll hear the difference. Easily add natural-sounding inflection while controlling volume, tone and backpressure for added realism. What’re you waiting for? Join Team Realtree and watch those honkers fall.

**TEAM REALTREE® CANADA GOOSE**

+ Flexible bell controls tone, volume and back pressure
+ Easily produces sounds of multiple geese and double clucks
+ Polycarbonate barrel in Realtree MAX-4® camo

**SPECKLEBELLY GOOSE**

Calling specks is all about backpressure, and the Flextone® specklebelly goose call gets it just right. The soft, flexible barrel design creates instant backpressure that callers can adjust for natural-sounding inflection and tone variety. Specks are big on yodeling, and you’ll easily be able to produce plenty of lifelike yodels with this call in your hands.

**SNOW GOOSE**

Flextone® has done it again, putting its proven Flex-it™ Technology to work in the name of a highly sought after waterfowl species: the snow goose. The flexible bell at the end of the barrel allows callers to control tone, volume and backpressure for natural sounds and downright deadly calling. You’ll achieve undeniable realism and sound like the whole flock when you call them in.

**CAMO HUNTER™ CANADA GOOSE**

The Camo Hunter™ Canada Goose puts a whole flock of honkers in your hands. Whether you’re just starting out with basic honks or on your way to mastering double clucks, you’ll be ready for goose season with a whole arsenal of realistic, versatile calls. The full camo wrap delivers complete concealment and modern good looks. In fact, the Camo Hunter almost looks as good as Canadas will look falling from the sky when you call them in.

**Flexible bell controls tone, volume and back pressure**
+ Easily produces sounds of multiple geese and double clucks
+ Natural camo barrel and bell for total concealment

**Flexible bell controls tone, volume and back pressure**
+ Easily produces sounds of multiple geese and double clucks
+ Natural camo barrel and bell for total concealment

**Flexible bell controls tone, volume and back pressure**
+ Easily produces sounds of multiple geese and double clucks
+ Natural camo barrel and bell for total concealment

**Flexible bell controls tone, volume and back pressure**
+ Easily produces sounds of multiple geese and double clucks
+ Natural camo barrel and bell for total concealment
LANDING STRIP™ LAYOUT BLIND

Disappear in an instant and reappear just as quickly with the Landing Strip™ premium layout blind. Extra width and full-length padding across the seat and headrest add ultimate comfort while you lie in wait. When you spot your bird, use the interior handles to open the spring-loaded doors for a surprise he never saw coming. The super-HD 1800D polyester floor and ultra-durable fabric shell can handle it all to follow wherever the hunt takes you.

+ HD aluminum frame with steel reinforced joints for maximum durability
+ Extra-wide interior with full-length padded seat and headrest
+ Spring-loaded mesh dual doors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85” x 35” x 18”</td>
<td>16 lbs.</td>
<td>1 Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RUNWAY™ LAYOUT BLIND

The Runway™ layout blind conceals one hunter in comfort with a full-length padded seat and headrest. This no-fuss layout gives you the best view to spot waterfowl, with an easy-folding upper mesh cover that opens quickly in the moment of truth. The super-HD 1800D polyester floor settles into any terrain and the rugged wrap fabric shell fights back at the elements.

+ HD steel frame and super-HD 1800D polyester floor
+ Full-length padded seat and headrest with upper mesh cover
+ Ultra-durable fabric shell

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76” x 26” x 18”</td>
<td>11 lbs.</td>
<td>1 Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLXAY029  UPC  8 15097 02900 7
FLXAY028  UPC  8 15097 02800 0

FLEXTONEGAMECALLS.COM
BALE OUT™
GROUND BLIND

Grab your buddies and hunker down in the Bale Out®. This portable waterfowl blind comfortably holds up to three hunters. Mossy Oak® Shadow Grass Blades® keeps you hidden, while brush loops for natural cover sweeten the deal. Scan the skies through the camo mesh roof, and when it's time to cut 'em, pull the rip cord release to open the hatch. The truck bed will be full in no time.

+ Rip cord release quickly opens mesh roof hatch
+ Brush loops throughout for adding natural cover
+ Super durable fabric shell

FIELD Hunter™
Panel Blind

The compact Field Hunter™ amps up waterfowl hunts without weighing down packs. The lightweight hub-style frame quickly unfolds into a three-panel design for easy access. Two seated hunters fit inside with a full view of incoming game through the camo mesh. The fabric shell is super durable, but easy to work with during setup and takedown.

+ View game through camo mesh while seated
+ Three-wall design for easy access
+ Hub-style frame simplifies setup and takedown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60” x 60” x 60”</td>
<td>18 lbs.</td>
<td>3 Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>CAPACITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57” x 57” (each panel)</td>
<td>9 lbs.</td>
<td>2 Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLXAY030  UPC 8 15097 03000 3
FLXAY031  UPC 8 15097 03100 0
### FLX SERIES PREMIUM REMOTE E-CALLS

+ Preloaded with 100 categorized calls
+ Professional sound library organized by species
+ Add your own audio uploads in multiple file types
+ SD card slot to play additional calls
+ Operates manually or with included premium remote
+ Easy-view LCD screens on main unit and remote
+ Remote activation at up to 200 yards
+ Shoulder strap and sturdy carry handle for transport
+ Auxiliary ports for two additional speakers (not included)
+ 13 total AA batteries required (not included)

### FLX 1000

+ Super loud calls from five high-quality speakers
+ Three 10-watt speakers; two 3-watt speakers
+ Memory storage for up to 1000 calls

![FLX 1000](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLX1000</th>
<th>UPC 6 16376 50708 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### FLX 500

+ High-quality, three-speaker system for zero distortion
+ Three 10-watt speakers
+ Memory storage for up to 500 calls

![FLX 500](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLX500</th>
<th>UPC 6 16376 50707 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
RABID RABBIT
+ Mimics a distressed cottontail
+ Dual reeds for super-sonic range
+ Flexible body alters tone, volume and inflection

RABID JACKRABBIT
+ Recreates sound of jackrabbit in distress
+ Double reed for super raspy, long-range tones
+ Flexible body alters tone, volume and inflection

FLX 100
REMOTE E-CALL
+ High-quality, bi-directional speaker system
+ One 10-watt speaker; one 5-watt speaker
+ Preloaded with 100 categorized calls
+ Professional sound library organized by species
+ Operates manually or with included remote
+ Easy-view LCD screens on main unit and remote
+ Remote activation at up to 100 yards
+ Docking station for control unit
+ 3 AAA and 8 AA batteries required (not included)

FLX 50
HANDHELD E-CALL
+ Press trigger for directional sound delivery
+ One powerful 5-watt speaker
+ Preloaded with 50 categorized calls
+ Professional sound library organized by species
+ Ergonomic grip for better hold
+ Includes rubber-coated lanyard
+ 4 AA batteries required (not included)

TORCH™ EZ1
HANDHELD E-CALL
+ Predator, deer and turkey calls
+ Delivers powerful directional sounds
+ Preloaded with 12 categorized calls
+ Includes rubber-coated lanyard
+ 3 AAA batteries required (not included)
DYING RABBIT
- Attracts coyotes, foxes and other predators
- Close-range coaser and long-distance distress calls
- Patent bell flex design for more realistic sounds

COYOTE RAGE™
- Flexible bell controls tone, volume and back pressure
- Soft barrel for natural sounds
- Squeeze bell to sound like the entire flock

DOUBLE-UP™ PREDATOR COMBO
- Perfect locator and long- to mid-range call
- Includes Coyote Rage™ locator and Dying Rabbit distress call
- Rubber body on both calls creates more realistic sounds

FLXP0002  UPC  8 15097 00110 2
FLXP0001  UPC  8 15097 00112 6
FLXP0005  UPC  8 15097 00114 0
OL’ BUSHY TAIL™
+ Effective on fox squirrels and gray squirrels
+ Four versatile sounds in one call
+ Easy barks, whines, alarm chatter and distress calls

MAKIN’ BACON™
+ Realistic wild hog squeals
+ Calls boars, sows and piglets
+ Expandable flex hose for tone variety

COON SQUALLER
+ Blow aggressively to replicate two raccoons fighting
+ Catch the eyes of curious treed raccoons
+ Patented flexible design for more realistic sounds

FLXSC053  UPC  8 15097 01011 1
FLXSC054  UPC  8 15097 01012 8
FLXSC004  UPC  8 15097 00113 3